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MODEL DESCRIPTION

The Parallel Ice Sheet Model project provides an open source, fully-parallel, high-resolution ice sheet model.
It has these features:

I a hierarchy of available stress balances, including shallow ice and shelf approximations, a hybrid of these [Bueler
and Brown, 2009]

I verification and validation tools
I a polythermal, enthalpy-based conservation of energy scheme
I extensible coupling to atmospheric and ocean models
I complete documentation for users and developers
From the software point of view, PISM is a C++ program which

I uses PETSc for parallel numerics and MPI for interprocess communication
I reads and writes NetCDF files
I automatically converts units by using UDUNITS
I generates CF 1.4-compliant NetCDF files

CHANGES (COMPARED TO STABLE0.2)

Compared to stable0.2, the new version
I uses a polythermal, enthalpy-based energy conservation scheme [Aschwanden and Blatter, 2009]
I includes improved atmosphere, surface processes and ocean model structure
I puts all model parameters and physical constants in a configuration file which can be changed without

re-compiling PISM
I has a better User’s Manual
I comes with a command-line option Cheat-Sheet
I has a better PISM Source Code Browser
I supports saving scalar, 2D and 3D diagnostics at given times during the run
I allows climate forcing using spatially-varying “anomalies” (near-surface air temperature and precipitation)
I includes better meta-data handling
I can be stopped and restarted without affecting results of a run
I has more software tests (including regression tests)
I has an automatic vertical grid extension mechanism
I performs area and volume calculations using WGS84 datum to correct projection error
I makes the computation of the age of the ice optional, for efficiency
I has easier-to-extend source code

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS

PISM is known to work on a variety of systems:
I workstations running different flavors of Unix, GNU/Linux and Mac OS X,
I supercomputers such as Cray XT5, Blue Gene and Sun Opteron clusters.

PISM IS READY TO USE EXISTING DATA

I PISM uses NetCDF as the input and output format, making it easy to set up modeling runs.
I For instance, only a few meta-data adjustments are necessary to use data provided by the SeaRISE project.
I Three online “worked examples” at right, plus several more examples in the User’s Manual, show these techniques.

PISM WORKS WITH A RANGE OF PRE- AND POST-PROCESSING TOOLS

Using NetCDF and following CF Conventions means that PISM users have many data analysis, pre- and
post-processing and visualization tools to choose from:
NetCDF Operators (NCO), Climate Data Operators (CDO), Unidata IDV, plotting libraries such as PyNGL and
Matplotlib Basemap Toolkit, Panoply and others.

DOCUMENTATION

PISM stable0.3 documentation includes

a new website a complete User’s Manual and a Cheat Sheet

SEARISE-GREENLAND “WORKED EXAMPLE”: GETTING STARTED IN THE USER’S MANUAL

Figure: Ice volume time-series from 20km and 10km runs (left), basal sliding velocity (m/year, center) and ice velocity at the ice surface
(m/year, right)

STÖRGLACIAREN “WORKED EXAMPLE”

We have applied PISM to model Störglaciaren, Sweden,
a small valley glacier with a rich observational record [e.g.
Jansson and Pettersson, 2007]. The model uses the hy-
brid SIA+SSA stress balance with polythermal thermody-
namics and a 40 m grid. A version of this model is available
as a “worked example”, with online materials.
The figure on the left shows the modeled ice surface ve-
locity, from 0 to 55 m/a, at the ice surface draped over
topography.

SEARISE-ANTARCTICA DEMO VERSION, A “WORKED EXAMPLE”

One worked example, available as a demonstration for users, is based on SeaRISE-Antarctica data (dev1.0
version; [Le Brocq et al., 2010]). (This is not a SeaRISE contribution at this time.) The figures below show results
from a preliminary spin-up with no basal sliding, and allowing the grounding line to advance to the location of the
present calving front. PISM-PIK would allow full marine ice sheet behavior.

Figure: Basal melt rate (left; m/a), liquid fraction at 13 m above the base (center) and ice velocity at the ice surface (right) in a polythermal,
enthalpy-based model for the Antarctic ice sheet at 10km resolution.

ONGOING WORK AND FUTURE PLANS

I integrate inversion techniques [e.g. Maxwell et al., 2008] with current forward SIA+SSA hybrid model to initialize
basal strength maps

I couple PISM to regional and global climate models
I merge with marine ice sheet modeling improvements in PISM-PIK (see poster XY352)
I implement new stress balances including Blatter-Pattyn [Blatter, 1995] and alternative SIA+SSA hybridization

schemes
I ongoing attention to PISM performance, including improvements to two current PISM strengths:

I parallel scalability
I robustness over real-world input data
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